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Forestry management relies on combating the challenges posed by fire.
Knowledge of fire risk helps in the planning for and reacting to forest fires. One method
used is the mapping of the Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI). Though it was not
specifically designed to be a fire risk assessment tool it is used to highlight areas with a
high potential of fire due to climactic factors.
A statistical analysis is performed to determine the relevance of the use of this
drought index to measure fire potential. Analysis is performed by testing the relationship
of KBDI to the number of fires and area burned in the Mississippi Forestry Commission’s
south east fire district.
These analyses showed a weak relationship between total fires and KBDI. In
many cases there was no relationship. This calls into question the use of KBDI to
determine fire potential.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Climate plays an important roll in enhancing or limiting fire potential. Lack of
rainfall and high diurnal temperatures may correlate with the number of wild fires or total
area burned. A method used by forestry and weather agencies to measure the fire risk
from these types of climactic conditions is The Keetch-Byram drought index (KBDI).
The goal of this research is to test the usefulness of the KBDI alone as a predictor of fire
risk. This is necessary because no definitive studies have been performed to determine
the usefulness of KBDI for this purpose in the south. If the relationship between KBDI
and fire potential can’t be demonstrated, then its usefulness in fire potential modeling is
questionable.
Fire risk models are based on understanding the mechanisms behind wildfire
genesis and progression. However, there are many unpredictable facets to wildfires that
are not fully understood. This gap in knowledge limits the usefulness of current fire
potential models and points to the need for a simple, widely-applied, and readilyavailable tool such as the KBDI to fill this gap.
Many fire risk models have a strong geographic bias and cannot, therefore, be
used in differing locations. The choice is between an imperfect universal model and a
more satisfactory local model. The physics of wildfires must be better understood before
1

a universal model can be designed. Adapting an existing model to the local terrain,
vegetation and climate or creating a new model from scratch may be a more productive
approach. Many existing potential and behavior models are decades old and have well
documented strengths and weaknesses.
Fire potential models based solely on KBDI are relied upon for staging fire
fighting resources and issuing burn bans. If KBDI can not be shown to have a
relationship with fire potential then its usefulness will be drawn into question.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

There are many possible paths to follow when considering methods useful for
modeling fire risk. Fuels, moisture content of fuels, wind, slope, aspect, temperature,
humidity and many other parameters could be assembled in numerous ways to estimate
the risk of forest fire.
Climactic conditions are a key element in fire potential and behavior models.
Manzo-Delgado et al. (2004) found a correlation between higher than normal land
surface temperatures and peak instances of forest fire occurrences. The period of
maximum land surface temperatures discussed in this article was the 1997–1998 El Niño
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) which coincided with a large number of forest fires.
Manzo-Delgado et al. (2004) states that while the effects of ENSO on sea surface
temperatures have been widely studied; its effects on land surface temperatures have not
been so closely examined. It is also noted that the colder and wetter La Niña period also
modifies continental conditions. Since the Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI)
accounts for the cumulative effect of maximum daily temperature it may point to areas of
higher than normal fire risk.
Remote sensing techniques were used to analyze the ENSO conditions by
determining the land surface temperature and pinpointing forest fire locations. The
3

Manzo-Delgado et al. (2004) analysis showed a many times increase of forest fires during
periods of elevated land surface temperature attributed to El Niño. This demonstrates the
importance of incorporating regional temperatures into a fire potential model.
During more typical seasons other factors must also be taken into account.
Chuvieco et al. (2004) examined plant health, moisture, temperature and season in order
to quantify fuel moisture content. This information can be used to assess an area’s
susceptibility for forest fire. Moisture is most important when assessing risk due to dead
vegetative fuels since these are extremely dependent on atmospheric moisture. Live fuels
do not share this dependence when considering initial fire ignition but moisture is of great
concern in live fuels when it comes to fire propagation. Determining the moisture content
of this live fuel is greatly focused on since little work has been done in this field in the
past. Their results showed that, for the Mediterranean grasslands, the fuel moisture
content determined by the Chuvieco et al. (2004) model was consistently accurate. While
KBDI does not monitor fuel moisture, it does account for rainfall and evaporation.
Knowing the regional norms for rainfall and the current rainfall received, land managers
can make inferences about the health of local vegetation. Since KBDI measures drought,
the response local plants have to below average rainfall can be estimated.
The KBDI is used operationally by Mississippi’s National Weather Service
branches and the Mississippi Forestry Commission along with numerous other state and
federal forestry organizations to gauge fire risk and to determine when prescribed burning
may take place. The index is based on soil moisture and the moisture is determined by
daily rainfall and daily maximum temperature. The fact that the index only requires these
4

two variables allows it to be implemented when only simple weather station data are
available. Originally this was cataloged using log books with tables that allow a forestry
agent to calculate KBDI with a min/max thermometer and a rain gauge (Keetch and
Byram 1968).
The index also takes into account mean annual rainfall which is correlated with
vegetative density. Keetch and Byram (1968) state that as mean annual rainfall increases
so does the density of vegetation. The rainfall is the control on vegetation growth in a
climate region and air temperature is used in the calculation to determine
evapotranspiration.
This scale only requires two values: maximum daily temperature and total daily
rainfall. Devising an automated process capable of calculating the KBDI for over ten
years of data is not simple but the ability to quantify drought conditions from archival
data is a useful analytical tool.
While only maximum temperature and daily rainfall are needed, the calculation of
any given day’s KBDI cannot be determined by only using the current day’s readings.
This is a cumulative index that has given starting points. These starting points are
periods of seven days with a total of at least six inches of rain for the period (Keetch and
Byram 1968). The starting point is given a value of zero on the scale. For every day
after this starting point the index is reduced if there is rain or increased if there is no rain.
If a day has rain, the amount is recorded in a log and 0.20 inches is subtracted from this
measurement to account for evaporation. This is recorded as the net rainfall and is
subtracted from the drought index of the previous day. The temperature is then used to
5

determine the drought factor. The drought factor is then added to the corrected drought
index resulting in the current drought index. Note that the index is in 100’s. For
example: If the previous day’s index was 182 and today’s rainfall is 0.66in then you
subtract 20 from 66 then subtract the result from the previous day’s index. [182-(6620)=136] If the daily maximum temperature was 70 then, using a drought factor table, a
value of six is returned. This number is added to the rainfall adjusted number
[136+6=142]. This is the current day’s KBDI. On days of consecutive rainfall, 0.2
inches is only subtracted once from the rainfall total of the multi-day event. The formula
for calculating the KBDI drought factor is expressed as:

dQ =

[800 - Q][.968 exp (.0486T) - .830]dτ
× 10− 3 where dQ= drought factor, Q=
1 + 10.88 exp(−.0441R)

moisture deficiency, T= maximum daily temperature, dτ= time increment (1 day), and r=
mean annual rainfall.
Understanding a location’s drought status through use of an index like KBDI is a
useful factor in measuring risk of fire. It is important for the organizations responsible
for the oversight of forested lands to quantify the risk of fire (López et al. 2001). In
order to calculate fire risk it is necessary to determine which factors play pivotal rolls.
Many factors could be incorporated as elements in a fire risk model but those with
marginal influence may only serve to complicate the calculations and introduce greater
chance for error. In this case simpler is better as long as accuracy, reliability and
repeatability are not hampered.
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When calculating fire risk, assessment of what will burn and how it will burn is
important. Often this hinges on knowing the local moisture conditions. For there to be
fire there must be fuel in place (López et al. 2001). Small dead fuels (Burgan et al. 1998)
are a key element in fire. The moisture content of these fuels can determine whether a
fire can spread or remain localized and quickly die. In contrast to small dead fuels, live
vegetation plays an inhibitive role in fire risk. The Normalized Difference Vegetative
Index (NDVI) has been used to determine the proportions of live and dead vegetation as
well the moisture content of each (Burgan et al. 1998). NDVI provides a good indication
of plant health. NDVI may be calculated from satellite imagery or images taken from an
airplane but this is more complicated than using daily temperature. Cloud cover can also
interfere with acquiring complete coverage of an area while methods using weather
stations are not affected by this.
The Fire Potential Index (FPI) devised by López et al.(2001) involves three fuel
parameters: a live to dead biomass ratio, moisture content of the dead fuels, and the
classification of the fuel. The live to dead ratio computed using NDVI provides an
indication of overall plant health in a given area. Drought would affect this ratio creating
dryer than normal fuel conditions. As stated earlier, the more moisture in dead fuels the
more they attenuate fire spread. Different types of live fuels have different
combustibility characteristics. Trees with a higher canopy may be relatively undamaged
in a small grass fire as long as the flames remain low enough to not harm the leaves of
the trees. Future development of FPI may include a daily index for North America and
Europe (López et al. 2001).
7

While the study of conditions that increase the risk of fire are necessary in the
proper construction of a realistic model the mechanics of the fire event are also
important. McRae et al.(2005) focused on the mechanisms of the fire itself. A study
using airplane mounted infrared cameras enabled discernment of obscure details in the
genesis, growth, spread and decay of a fire event. McRae et al.(2005) collected data at
the level of individual fires rather than using the average number of fires for an entire
event, as was the case in earlier studies (McRae et al. 2005). Previous methods of
determining fire behavior lacked statistical analysis and the corresponding validation. In
the absence of statistical analysis, the reliability of these previous methods could not be
verified. The researchers in this study were able to document how fire behavior varies at
small scales. Previous methods had assumed fire behavior to be constant but this work
demonstrated it to be non-constant behavior.
A noteworthy addition to the factors involved in the McRae et al. (2005) model is
a socioeconomic layer proposed by Bonazountas (2005). This layer allows the effects of
humans and animals in the study area to be incorporated into the calculations
(Bonazountas et al. 2005). Tourism, agriculture, population density and local demand for
energy are all accounted for in this model. Adding human effects to meteorological and
fuel conditions paints a more realistic picture. These elements were all combined into the
final fire risk model. This human effect can change the vegetative landscape and
invalidate certain assumptions land managers make about fire risk. The effects of a
drought may not be the same if the landscape is changed by human activity.
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Building a more accurate fire behavior model to allow better understanding of fire
behavior can be achieved through computer simulation (Vakalis et al. 2003). The tools
described by Vakalis et al. (2003) are capable of being utilized during a fire event to
allow the most effective placement of fire fighting resources. These simulations could
also be used to locate areas where meteorological and phenological conditions should be
better monitored. Limited resources mean that every location cannot have every fire
potential factor monitored. Simulations may show how to most economically distribute
monitoring resources for fire potential, such as evaporation pans and ground surveys, to
determine fuel moisture content.
The Vakalis et al. (2003) model is based on fuzzy logic and neural networks.
Fuzzy logic is well suited to fire modeling due to the method’s ability to handle complex,
qualitative, imprecise, or vague information. Fuzzy logic is capable of working around
gaps in the data that would render conventional methods useless. This capability would
be useful for models using KBDI, especially in cases where there are dates or climatic
data missing from the record. The mathematical model utilized in this simulation is
capable of determining the locations that are most at risk during the fire (Vakalis et al.
2003). This risk can be distilled down to a few key factors. Terrain, weather and plant
type are the core elements that influence wildfire (Koutsias et al. 2003). Of the three,
man can most easily control the scope and variety of plant life. The Koutsias et al.
(2003) research primarily focused on a better understanding of the effect vegetation has
on wildfire. By better understanding the role vegetation plays on fire, humans can better
manage the forests in order to reduce fire risk by controlling the variety and extent of
9

flora. The goal is not to prevent all forest fires. It is accepted that they play a natural role
in shaping what types of plants grow and helps to keep them in check. However, the
danger of irreparably harming the local ecosystem does exist from many localized fires
over a short period of time (Koutsias et al. 2003). Classifications were in part derived
from Landsat Thematic Mapper images. Timber, grass and brush were the original
classification types but this evolved over time to include elevation and meteorological
data. The Koutsias et al. (2003) method proved adequate for identifying classifications of
vegetative cover types. A model combining this with KBDI may highlight areas at
greater risk of fire.
Study of the vegetation types in unburned areas can be aided by understanding the
conditions after an area is burned. While much energy is put into assessing conditions
before a fire occurs it is also valuable to study the conditions after a fire. Preventing,
mitigating or at least understanding the behavior of forest fires is the focus of many
studies, but Koutsias et al. (2003) focused on quantifying the effects after the fire.
Knowing exactly how many acres burned and where the damage occurred is an important
first step before it can be determined how to prevent future damage (Domenikiotis et al.
2002).
There is a distinct lack of an identifiable spectral signature of the land cover
features in imagery acquired of burned areas. This presents a problem in using remote
sensing techniques in classifying the burn features. This issue illustrates how difficult it
is to create a fire potential model that relies on remotely sensed data. There are methods
being developed that may help overcome this. One method that proved most successful
10

in the Domenikiotis et al. (2002) study utilized Normalized Difference Vegetative Index
(NDVI) images from before and after the fire. Differentiation between burned and
unburned was possible in near real time.
Real time analysis like this requires the ability to map a dramatically changing
environment while it is changing. This applies not only to an active forest fire but also to
forested areas at risk due to changing climactic conditions. Studying processes with a
temporal aspect can prove problematic. Maps are static, showing only a snapshot in time.
Problems addressed in Vasconcelos et al. (2002) include the issue of most GIS products
being comprised of static image of a set period of time. This poses a problem when
attempting to model a dynamic and complex process like the occurrence of a wildfire in a
forested area (Vasconcelos et al. 2002). Vasconcelos et al. (2002) explores a more
dynamic method than what is traditionally used. This Dynamic GIS is capable of
mapping an environment based on calculations derived from the fire simulation
algorithms. The resulting map is of future conditions based on the fire simulation
calculations. The results compared favorably with 15 real controlled fires. Adapting this
method to use weather forecast models could be used to test “what if” scenarios to assess
the change in fire risk for different forecasts. Since different weather forecast models
sometimes disagree, it would be possible to test each one as they are issued.
Computer modeling of fire progress can aid in understanding how to extinguish a
fire and where to stage resources. It can also be used to assess changes in fire potential
by allowing different parameters to be changed in a simulation rather than waiting for the
situation to occur in an actual forest. The modeling explored in the Perry et al. (1999)
11

study is centered around the PYROCART model, which focuses mainly on fire spread.
An uncontrolled fire was used to validate the study and this method was found to be 80%
accurate (Perry et al. 1999). However, it was found not to be possible to model data in
real time, thus eliminating the option of operationally utilizing this method to manage an
active fire. Its main strength is for land management and exploring possible courses of
action to fight future fires. The PYROCART model incorporates the Rothermel fire
spread model (Perry et al. 1999). In this model, fire spread is considered to occur by
distinct points of ignition passing their energy to neighboring fuel, which then becomes
an ignition point, thus continuing the process in a manner similar to falling dominoes.
Also, since fires generally burn slower as they are traveling downhill, a fire spread
correction factor is built in to this formula. This method worked well for the location in
which it was tested, but it would likely be less successful in areas with more variety.
Incorporating crown fires was also not possible, thus further limiting this model for use in
real time. However, there was nearly an 80% match between the predicted and actual fire
shape.
Better fire simulation models can be used in conjunction with fire potential
models. In a situation where a fire is in progress, simulations can show where and at
what speed the fire is most likely to travel. If this coincides with areas that are at most
risk according to fire potential models, then these areas could be dealt with accordingly.
Incorporating surface weather maps of current conditions and forecasts showing the
prevailing wind will also help to plan for possible ignition from far traveling embers.
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In many physical, semi-physical and empirical fire models, three fire spreading
mechanisms are defined in a somewhat complex process. The first thing that must occur
is that combustible gasses must be released and then ignited. Step two occurs when this
combustion process heats nearby fuel to the point that it releases combustible gasses,
which results in the third step of those gasses being ignited. In a lightning strike induced
fire the steps would play out as follows: the heat of the lightning strike would raise the
temperature of a fuel like dead grasses. The high temperatures break chemical bonds in
the grass releasing flammable gasses which are then ignited by the same heat. The heat
from this ignition is then spread to neighboring fuel and the decomposition, gasification
and ignition process continues. This process usually continues until all neighboring fuel
is exhausted (Perry et al. 1999). While this chain of events can be modeled
mathematically, actual fire events are not so orderly. There are poorly understood
phenomena that cannot yet be easily described in a formula. The progression of fire
down hill and the characteristics of crown fires are two examples.
Topography, fuels and weather are the main elements in influencing fire potential.
Of these, weather is seen as the most important (Carlson and Burgan, 2003). Topography
influences risk but it is the variable that is least susceptible to change. Some fire
potential models do not use topography as a variable (Carlson and Burgan, 2003).
The moisture content of the dead fuels is completely controlled by climactic
conditions. With this in mind it is possible to draw conclusions about the flammability of
these dead fuels using weather as the input. KBDI has been used in to gauge the risk of
dead fuel sources (Carlson and Burgan 2003). Live fuels are less susceptible to
13

immediate climactic changes. Prolonged drought can cause stress to living plants to such
a point that they increase fire potential (Carlson and Burgan 2003).
Fire modeling, though not perfect, serves an invaluable role in forest
management. While much is learned from actual fires, both planned and unplanned, the
hazardous nature of wild fires makes them very difficult to study. Incorporating
knowledge gleaned from real cases serves to strengthen the models available now and
also helps in the creation of newer ones. Analysis of fire risk in a model is only useful if
that model is capable of mimicking the real world environment.

14

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research was to calculate and quantify the daily KeetchByram Drought Index for a specific region and for a multi year period of time. These
data were then compared to fire occurrence data and the usefulness of KBDI for
determining fire risk was statistically validated. Through this analysis it was possible to
make determinations about KBDI’s efficacy in gauging fire risk.
The area of interest in this study was the southeast fire district of Mississippi
consisting of Marion, Lamar, Forrest, Perry, Greene, Pearl River, Stone, George,
Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties.
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Figure 1 Map of Study Area
Daily weather data for these 11 counties that includes the daily high temperature
and the daily rainfall total was obtained. The data were acquired from the National
Climatic Data Center’s (NCDC) web site (www.ncdc.noaa.gov).
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Figure 2 National Climate Data Center
There are 57 weather stations positioned throughout the southeast fire district and
in neighboring counties. Stations in neighboring counties were chosen if they were close
to the border of a county in the southeast fire district. This minimized interpolation
inconsistencies at the boundaries of the study area. Predicted values for areas outside the
district were masked out in the software settings.
Weather data from July 1, 1989 to December 31, 2005 were retrieved from the
NCDC. It was necessary to have the maximum temperature and daily rainfall totals for a
period of time before the period of interest because calculating the starting point of KBDI
requires past climate data. If the beginning date for a study period was during a dry
17

season it would have been necessary to go back many months before the calculations can
begin. The starting point must be a period of seven consecutive days with a rainfall
amount of six inches or more. From this time onward the KBDI values may be
calculated.
Meteorological data was first acquired by visiting the NCDC web site and
selecting the “search by map” feature. The search map is an interactive web page created
using ESRI’s ArcIMS. This extremely useful future is implemented on numerous web
pages that deal with geographic data. The result was a web page with a map that visitors
may query or customize in ways that were only previously possible on computers with
full-fledged GIS software installed. Projects may be created directly in ArcIMS and
made available on the web server or they may be created in ArcGIS or ArcView and
imported into ArcIMS and made available on a web server.
Daily United States climate surface data was selected from the map web page.
This updated the map and reduced the number of possible stations. From this point it was
necessary to zoom in to the southeast fire district. Tools available allowed the selection
of the region of interest and this selected the stations in that area queuing them for
download. Both ‘simplified’ and ‘advanced’ download options were available. The
simplified option yielded data formatted in a more accommodating format than the
advanced. The elements included were daily measures of precipitation, maximum
temperature, minimum temperature, snowfall, snow depth at observation time, and
temperature at observation time. Among these measures, KBDI calculation requires
precipitation and daily maximum temperature. The time span was chosen and an e-mail
18

address provided. An e-mail address was required because of the time necessary to
generate the output file. Links to the data were also given but were not valid until the
output was compiled by the NCDC web server.
The query of the NCDC web site returned 4 files. The first and second files
contained the climate data in HTML and comma delimited format respectively. The
comma delimited file was readable by spreadsheet and database software. Spreadsheet
software has storage limitations that required the data first be processed in database
software.
The third and fourth files contained the metadata describing the weather stations.
The geographic information in these files were used to generate a shapefile to map each
station in the southeast fire district. The station id in this file was also included in the
climate data. Using this as a join allowed the data to be mapped.
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Figure 3 Weather Station Map
Once downloaded, the resulting data files from the NCDC contained over 130,000
records. This included one entry for every day from July 1, 1989 to December 31, 2005
for those stations in and adjacent to the study area.

The calculations performed on this

data were done in a spreadsheet program using a Visual Basic macro however; this
software was limited to 65,536 rows. This row limitation necessitated the data be stored
in a database and not a spreadsheet not only to avoid the data limitations but to also allow
greater data query flexibility.
To calculate KBDI for the data acquired the information was imported into a
database. In this case Microsoft’s Access was used. A comma delimited test file was
20

selected for import and “delimited” was chosen for the data type. The comma was the
delimiter in this file and the first row was defined as a header. Advanced options were
used to select only the station id, date, temperature and precipitation fields. Since all the
data were treated as numeric data the data type single precision was chosen. Single
allows negative numbers, fractions and seven place decimal precision. The import
process resulted in a table which contains all the needed information. Minor edits were
made to delete unnecessary blank fields.
Once the database was populated a query was performed that returned only the
meteorological data for each station sorted by date. The table returned by this query was
copied and then pasted into a spreadsheet with a Visual Basic (VB) script designed to
calculate and map KBDI.
Scripted calculations streamlined the process of calculating KBDI. Before VB
script was implemented in this project a non VB spreadsheet was created. This proved
extremely unwieldy and complex. The spreadsheet was difficult to troubleshoot and too
difficult to explain to colleagues wanting to incorporate KBDI calculations into their
projects. Visual Basic script was able to perform the same complex tasks in fewer and
more intuitive steps. It was also possible to place annotations directly in the VB script
that explain the function of each section and also explain the author’s intentions. These
notations allowed the script to be understood more easily by others. These notations can
be seen in figure 4 in lines beginning with a single quote. For example: three-quarters of
the way down column 1 there is a line that begins “’calculates net rainfall”. This section
defined how to subtract the rainfall deficit even on rainfall spanning multiple days.
21

Sub kbdi()
Dim dblNet As Double
Dim dblDef As Double
Dim dblYesterday As Double
Dim dblTmax As Double
Dim dblFactor As Double
Dim dblStart As Double
Dim dblKbdi As Double
Dim intStart As Integer
Dim dblTotal As Double
intStart = 0
Cells(1, 10) = "KBDI"
Cells(1, 9) = "drought factor"
Cells(1, 8) = "net rainfall"
dblDef = 0.2
'find out how may rows there are
For i = 2 To 10000
If Cells(i, 1) < 0 Then
ElseIf Cells(i - 1, 1) > 0 Then
dblTotal = i - 1
End If
Next i
Cells(1, 11) = dblTotal
'calculates net rainfall with a .2in deficit
'this is only subtracted once for consecutive days with rainfall
For i = 2 To dblTotal
dblNet = Cells(i, 7) - dblDef
If dblNet >= 0 Then
Cells(i, 8) = dblNet
ElseIf dblNet < 0 Then
Cells(i, 8) = 0
End If
dblDef = dblDef - Cells(i, 7)
If dblDef <= 0 Then
dblDef = 0
End If
If Cells(i, 7) <= 0 Then

dblDef = 0.2
End If
Next i
'drought factor takes into account max temp and any
reduction in the factor by yesterday's rainfall
For i = 8 To dblTotal
If Cells(i - 1, 9) - Cells(i, 8) >= 0 Then
dblYesterday = Cells(i - 1, 10) - Cells(i, 8)
ElseIf Cells(i - 1, 10) - Cells(i, 8) < 0 Then
dblYesterday = 0
End If
dblTmax = Cells(i, 6)
dblFactor = Int((((800 - dblYesterday) * ((0.968 *
Exp(0.0486 * (dblTmax))) - 8.3) * 1) / (1 + 10.88 *
Exp(-0.0441 * 35))) * 10 ^ (-3))
Cells(i, 9) = dblFactor
'total rainfall in a 7 day period is the starting point
'this has a KBDI value of 0
'here is where the starting point for the drought
calculations is found
dblStart = Cells(i, 7) + Cells(i - 1, 7) + Cells(i - 2,
7) + Cells(i - 3, 7) + Cells(i - 4, 7) + Cells(i - 5, 7) +
Cells(i - 6, 7)
If dblStart >= 6 Then
Cells(i, 10) = 0
intStart = 1
dblKbdi = 0
ElseIf dblStart < 6 Then
dblKbdi = (Cells(i, 9) - Cells(i, 8)) + (Cells(i 1, 10))
If intStart = 1 Then
Cells(i, 10) = dblKbdi
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

Figure 4 Visual Basic Script
The VB macro script performed multiple steps to complete the calculation. After
calculating how many rows are in the spreadsheet and thus calculating how many days
are in the record the script processed the table row by row until it reached the last day.
The script accounted for the factors in determining the starting point of KBDI. With this
starting point recorded the drought factor was calculated then adjusted by rainfall and
recorded as the daily drought factor. The daily drought index is cumulative. It is based
on the previous day’s index and the amount of rainfall. Once the script was complete the
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result was a spreadsheet with the daily KBDI for the weather station. This process was
repeated for each station. The resulting spreadsheet output was saved.

Figure 5 KBDI Spreadsheet
The VB processed spreadsheets were imported into the Access database. The
database enabled production of customized tables by creating simple queries. These
tables were later exported to statistical analysis software. These queried tables were
saved and joined with a shapefile created in the GIS software that depicted each weather
station’s location identified by the unique ID number of each station. The joins were
based on the station ID numbers.
The data were saved in a format compatible for import into a GIS and into the
statistical software package. Fire occurrence data were obtained from the MFC for this
study and used for validation purposes. The geographic location of individual fires and
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their date of occurrence were recorded in these data in the form of a GIS shapefile readily
viewed in ArcGIS. The occurrence of fires for any given day in the study area appeard to
be random when visually interpreted. Fire occurrences appeared to follow non-random
seasonal patterns. Summaries by season were compared to the corresponding average
KBDI values for seasonal time periods. The database containing KBDI was queried to
extract the KBDI average for multiple time periods. This table of average KBDI values
was then imported into GIS software for further analysis and into statistical software for
comparison to the actual fire occurrences for the same period of time.
The database of georeferenced KBDI values enabled the use of GIS software for
data visualization. Every day in the time period spanned by the fire occurrence data did
not have a recorded fire. On these days there was no entry in the record. This posed a
problem for analysis. No entry is not the same as a recorded fire instance of zero and the
zero values were necessary for statistical analysis. To solve this problem another table
was created containing a date column with a date for each day in the study period and a
fire occurrence column with a value of zero for each day’s record. The fire data recorded
each day with a fire and the number of fires for that date. Joining these data in the
database allowed the fire count columns for each date to be added. For days with no fires
the result was zero and the date was represented in the database. For days with fires the
zero was still added in but it had no effect on the total fires for the day and the date was
maintained in the database. Any time period can be easily queried and readily imported
into GIS software and statistical analysis software to test for the relationships between
fire occurrences and KBDI.
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Figure 6 Jan-Apr Fire Density
A base map for the KBDI data was created. Figure 6 shows this base map along
with a composite of the January through April fire density for all years in the study. The
county layer was included in this base map. Other layers could have been added later
depending upon the needs of the final product.
The NCDC weather station file was used to create a point shapefile for the
weather stations in the GIS product. This file was formatted in a word processor and the
point x,y coordinates were converted in spreadsheet software to match format
requirements for the GIS software.
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Figure 7 May-Aug Fire Density
It was necessary to verify that the latitude and longitude were assigned to the
proper columns of the tab delimited text file. Figure 7 shows the fire density of May
through August for all years in the study. Inspection of this map helped to verify that the
coordinates were properly formatted. If they were improperly formatted by having
misplaced decimal point or the x and y coordinates transposed the fire density would not
have appered within the county layer. Once imported and verified it was then possible to
save this as a layer file which would no longer have to be imported. A layer has its own
attribute table which can be modified through the GIS software. Joins necessary in
further steps are also possible.
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Figure 8 Sep-Dec Fire Density
The fire data used for validation was also manipulated in order to yield a more
readily searchable data format. This file was originally divided into separate layers for
each year in the data set. These layers were combined in the GIS software using a merge
tool. The result was a single layer with each year’s fires. As an example, figure 8 shows
the fire density for September through December for all years in the study. The dates in
the original data file were in the format month/date/year. This posed problems when
sorting and selecting within the GIS software. A new date column was created and
formatted in a way that allowed for easier queries. For example January 2, 2001 was
originally stored as 01/02/2001 in the fire attribute table. The new format displayed this
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date as 20010102. In this format all years had four numbers, and all dates and months
had two numbers. Numerically sorting using this format enables the dates to be placed in
the correct chronological order. This new column was inserted into the existing attribute
table. It was not necessary to remove the old date column, leaving this column served as
a check to insure the new column was inserted in the proper order. Adding this column
makes it possible to select features from this layer by selecting attributes that match the
desired criteria.
Once the station layer and fire occurrence layer was successfully incorporated
into the GIS product, it was also necessary to add the KBDI values for a variety of dates.
This addition allowed the strength of the relationship between KBDI and actual fires to
be statistically tested. Because of the ease in which specific data could be extracted from
the massive KBDI database it was possible to test KBDI relationships with fire
occurrence for many different time periods. Graphing the fire data yielded a probable
observed seasonality. On visual inspection of a graph of fires by month there appeared to
be three different fire seasons per year. The three seasonal periods observed were:
January-April, May-August, and September-December. This was based on a peak around
February, a low around June and an average number of fires around November.
A GIS layer was created using three SQL queries that returned the average KBDI
values for each station. In the KBDI database, year, month and day were recorded in
separate fields. This allowed one query to return the results for a given range of months
for all years. A query was designed that returned the station’s unique ID and the average
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KBDI value. The output of this query was saved as a tab delimited text file and these
steps were performed for the two other seasons.
The saved tab delimited files of the average KBDI values were then imported into
the GIS. A join based on the station’s unique ID enabled mapping of KBDI. The
resulting map contained numerical values for KBDI associated with each weather station
on the map. All areas between stations had no value.
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Figure 9 KBDI for 2/7 to 2/27/2001
An IDW interpolation function was used to map values between stations (figure
9). For the figure 9 map 12 neighbors and a power of 2 were selected as the IDW
interpolation. Choosing too many neighbors would minimize local variations in the map
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while too few neighbors would minimize the regional variations. The power controls the
amount of influence each point has on the map as distance from that point changes.
These were measured by using the geostatistical analyst to calculate the root mean square
(RMS). For these maps the parameters with the lowest RMS was preferred. The
resulting maps were useful for visual interpretation of the KBDI values. In order to
analyze these data using statistical software further steps were necessary. The application
used for this analysis was SPSS. This software required the data be in the form of a table.
The KBDI for each station can be saved as a table and opened in SPSS, however
the fire data must also be in the same format and imported into SPSS. Since the fires and
the weather station were in different locations within the district a method was devised to
assign a fire value and KBDI value to the same location for a representative number of
points on the map.
To calculate these values a grid system was devised. A grid was created that
covered the entire southeast fire district. The cells in this grid are ten kilometers on a
side. The grid was used to analyze many varying periods of time. For valid comparisons
the same grid was used rather than creating different grids for different time spans. This
was a compromise but was deemed necessary in order to use one grid as a constant frame
of reference. The end result was a single average KBDI value for each cell in the grid
and a fire occurrence total for each of the cells. This enabled statistical tests to be run for
strength of the relationships between the number of fires in a defined area and the area’s
KBDI value for a given period of time.
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Figure 10 Grid for Statistical Analysis
After creating the grid, cells were removed that fell outside of the state. The
resulting grid (figure 10) contained 108 cells. In order to find the average KBDI value
for each cell in the grid the area within the grid was averaged. This was accomplished by
converting the IDW layer from a raster to a feature. However, the IDW of the KBDI was
a raster layer with floating point data. ArcGIS is limited to 2048 unique values which
may exist in a layer’s attribute table. This attribute layer was necessary in order to
extract the values for the purpose of calculating the average KBDI for each cell.
The IDW layer was converted from raster into point data feature. This layer was
a tightly spaced grid of points with each point having the location’s KBDI value. These
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points within each cell in the grid were averaged. The result was the average KBDI for
the geographic location of each cell. This is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11 Average KBDI 2/7 to 2/27/2001
In order to create the desired output it was necessary to join the newly created
point feature with the 108 cell grid. The new join was based on spatial location instead of
a value in the attribute table as was performed earlier. The resulting grid contained the
original 108 cells and single average KBDI values for each point that fell within that cell.
The attribute table contained a column for each average KBDI value.
A corresponding grid with a value for the number of fires that occurred for each
cell for a time period matching the KBDI average grid was created. Fires were
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represented as point features that indicated where fire had occurred and required fire
fighters to be dispatched. A new column was added to the attribute table and it was
populated with a value of 1 for each fire. Each point indicated that a fire occurred but
this was not quantitatively defined in a way that was readily mathematically evaluated.
With each fire having a value of one, an area was defined with a grid and the number of
fires within that area was summed.
Fire occurrences that matched the time period of the KBDI were saved as a
separate point layer. These layers were joined together and the output was based on the
sum of the fire occurrences. This grid contained the same number of cells as the KBDI
grid. Once in this format the data could now be analyzed using statistical software.
The statistical analysis required that data be output from both grids. This was
achieved by extracting the KBDI values from the KBDI grid and the fire total values
from the fire count grid and pasting them into a new spreadsheet that was saved then
opened in SPSS’s statistical software.
The seasonal dates chosen for the first analysis were based on a visual
interpretation of a graph of the fire data. While this is an acceptable first step the chance
of bias by the observer or simple misinterpretation of the graph is possible. To better
analyze the strength of the relationship between KBDI and fire occurrence dates were
chosen at random and then statistically tested.
To accomplish this, a means of creating a pool of random dates was needed. The
date ranges needed to fall within the time period of the study. It was also preferable for
the date range to fall completely within a given month. The dates were chosen using a
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formula in a spreadsheet that returned a random date value that matched the above
criteria. The results of this formula was the beginning date for the range. Two additional
columns are created; one with a date two weeks after the start date and another column
with a date three weeks after the start date. Summing the value of the first column
resulted in a spreadsheet with a pool of random two and three week date ranges.
These dates were used to define the queries used in the creation of additional
KBDI average value grids and fire sum grids. By choosing a number of random date
ranges for analysis the results were less likely to be influenced by observational bias.
Once the additional layers corresponding to the random dates were created the
data were then extracted and saved from a spreadsheet. These files were then
individually opened in statistical software for analysis. The purpose of this was to gauge
the strength of the relationship between the KBDI values and the number of fires in the
defined area for the same period of time. This same analysis was carried out for the
seasonal period and for the randomly chosen time periods.
The fire data used for analysis only recorded whether or not a fire occurred at the
given location. These data are binary in nature. More thorough relationship testing
would be possible if more were known about the individual fires. The extent of the
acreage burned would be useful in an attempt to show if a link between KBDI and fires is
possible.
As this project progressed new data became available that did contain information
about the individual fires. One of these variables in the new data detailed the number of
acres burned. Additional tests were now possible with this new data. Since this study
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incorporated the use of databases where possible it was not necessary to repeat any of the
work already done in order to include the new data.
The new fire data was in a format identical to the old data with the exception of
the inclusion of additional information in the attribute table. The new data contained
more recent information but did not go back as far as the original fire data. The
overlapping dates included in both files provided enough cases to analyze for a
relationship between KBDI and fire size.
The new fire layer was mapped and records were selected from this layer by
means of SQL queries. The selections were based on date ranges that matched the earlier
queries and the same naming convention was followed. After each query the selection
was saved as a separate layer. After each selection was saved joins were created just as
before based on geographic location and the attributes were summed. The result was a
layer with a 108 cell grid with each cell having a value equal to the total number of acres
burned during the time period defined.
The attribute tables of each grid containing the burned acreage were exported in a
database readable format. A new database was created and the exported files of burned
acres were imported into this new database. The files containing the KBDI average fire
size values for the same time periods were also imported into the same database. These
files were created earlier in the project.
Once in a database the relationships were defined for the individual tables. In this
case each cell had a unique identification number. This unique number served as each
record’s primary key for the table. Each table in the database must have a primary key
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which is uniquely identifiable to that record. This primary key is what uniquely
identified each cell in the grid. Use of this key insured the grid values were always
mapped correctly. The relationships were defined with each unique time period having a
pair of tables: one was KBDI and the other was acres burned. When queried for only
KBDI and acres burned the result was in a format that was ready to be analyzed in
SPSS’s statistical software.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The goal of this project was to test the useflness of KBDI as a measure of fire
frequency and size. Using the data for KBDI and fires stored in the database it was
possible to use statistical analysis software to test this relationship. The first relationship
analyzed was the possible link between the daily number of fires and the daily average
KBDI value.
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Figure 12 Monthly KBDI average for 1989-2003
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The values in graph 1 are for the entire fire district. As demonstrated in table 1,
there was no significant relationship between the daily fire count and the average KBDI
value.

Table 1

Daily Fire and KBDI 1989-2003
Daily Fire and KBDI 1989-2003

X

Y

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

KBDI

Fire total

.018

.000

.000

.202

The second possible relationship tested was the seasonal analysis which was
based on data for all years in the study for the older fire shapefile that did not include
acres burned. The older fire data file dates from July 1989 to June 2003. To visualize the
monthly fluctuations of the fires these data were plotted on a graph (graph 2) showing all
fire occurrences grouped by the month they occurred.
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Figure 13 Fire frequency per month
There are multiple ways to interpret graph 2. One possible interpretation is that
there were three periods of time that occurred throughout the year based on the high,
medium and low peaks on the graph. This three season approach was the basis for initial
analysis. These three seasonal periods were defined as: January-April, May-August, and
September-December. This was based on the peak around February, the low around June
and an average around December.
In order to determine how well KBDI predicted the possibility of forest fire, the
data were examined statistically to analyze the seasonally arranged data. Fire totals for
the three possible seasons from the graph are compared with their corresponding KBDI
averages (tables 2-4).
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Table 2 Statistical Analysis for Jan-Apr 1989-2003
January – April 1989-2003
X
KBDI

Y
Fire total

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

.035

.001

.001

.166

Table 3 Statistical Analysis for May-Aug 1989-2003
May – August 1989-2003
X
KBDI

Y
Fire total

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

.220

.048

.048

.000

Table 4 Statistical Analysis for Sep-Dec 1989-2003
September – December 1989-2003
X
KBDI

Y
Fire total

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

.257

.066

.065

.000

January to April had no significant relationship (F=1.922, p=.166) but May-Aug
and Sep-Dec do show a relationship though the correlation was weak. There was also a
weak correlation between the September-December drought index and the January-April
fire data as shown below in table 5.

Table 5 Statistical Analysis for Jan-Apr Fire and Sep-Dec KBDI 1989-2003
January-April Fire and September-December KBDI 1989-2003
X

Y

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

KBDI

Fire total

.154

.024

.023

.000
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A plausible explanation for this may be that drought stresses plants and causes an
increase in plants dying thus becoming fuel for January-April fires.
Analysis of the entire time period and all KBDI values and all fires in the region
showed no significant relationship. However, since there may be some underlying
“noise” in the data from days with very few fires an analysis was performed on days with
varying values greater than 1 fire. The relationship between KBDI and the number of
fires was strongest on days with more than four fires (table 6). While significant, the
relationship was weak, explaining only 1% of the variance.

Table 6 Statistical Analysis for Days with more than 4 fires for 1989-2003
Days with more than 4 fires for 1989-2003
X

Y

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

KBDI

Fire total

.123

.015

.014

.000

Further analysis showed that the Stone county station KBDI was able to explain
15.5% of the variance for the number of fires for a particular day when considering days
with more than two fires (table 7).

Table 7 Statistical Analysis for Stone County - days with >2 fires, 1989-2003
Stone County - days with >2 fires, 1989-2003
X

Y

Pearson’s - r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

KBDI

Fire total

.394

.155

.137

.005
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This was encouraging but analysis of other counties and fires within those
counties showed no significant relationship. This was expected for counties on the coast
due to the possibility of sea breeze storms skewing the data. Unfortunately, choosing
counties further from the coast made little difference. Stone County was the exception
that was not reproducible for other locations even through multiple variations of
analyzing the data.
In order to better eliminate possible bias in choosing periods of time and location
a system utilizing grids and random dated was implemented. The grid first described in
the methodology section above consists of a 7.5 minute quadrangle grid covering the
southeast fire district. The random dates were generated in a spreadsheet designed to
create a list of dates of two and three week periods falling within the study’s time span.
This list was then sorted by a column of random numbers and the first ten start dates were
chosen. Twenty date ranges were derived from this list; ten periods ending two weeks
after the start date and ten periods ending three weeks after the start date. The original
date pool was designed to only calculate date ranges that fall within one calendar month
(table 8).
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Table 8 Start and End Dates from Random Data Pool
Start and end dates for random 2 and 3 week
periods
letter
code

start date

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

8/6/1991
3/8/1993
6/6/1993
7/3/1993
10/1/1993
10/2/1998
2/7/2001
7/5/2001
12/5/2001
2/7/2002

end date for
2 week
period
8/19/1991
3/21/1993
6/19/1993
7/16/1993
10/14/1993
10/15/1998
2/20/2001
7/18/2001
12/18/2001
2/20/2002

end date for 3
week period
8/26/1991
3/28/1993
6/26/1993
7/23/1993
10/21/1993
10/22/1998
2/27/2001
7/25/2001
12/25/2001
2/27/2002

The analysis charted in table 9 shows the results of the statistical analysis of the
relationship of fire total and KBDI average based on a 7.5 minute quadrangle grid for
twenty date ranges chosen from ten random start dates. No dates showed a significant
relationship where p<0.05. KBDI was not useful in predicting fire occurrence.
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Table 9 Statistical Analysis for Random Dates
Random 2 and 3 week periods for number of fires and KBDI
Date
Range
8/6/1991 to
8/19/1991
8/6/1991 to
8/26/1991
3/8/1993 to
3/21/1993
3/8/1993 to
3/28/1993
6/6/1993 to
6/19/1993
6/6/1993 to
6/26/1993
7/3/1993 to
7/16/1993
7/3/1993 to
7/23/1993
10/1/1993
to
10/14/1993
10/1/1993
to
10/21/1993
10/2/1998
to
10/15/1998
10/2/1998
to
10/22/1998
2/7/2001 to
2/20/2001
2/7/2001 to
2/27/2001
7/5/2001 to
7/18/2001
7/5/2001 to
7/25/2001
12/5/2001
to
12/18/2001
12/5/2001
to
12/25/2001
2/7/2002 to
2/20/2002
2/7/2002 to
2/27/2002

X

Y

Pearson’s r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

KBDI

Fire total

.042

.002

-.011

.710

KBDI

Fire total

.102

.010

-.002

.366

KBDI

Fire total

.081

.066

-.006

.477

KBDI

Fire total

.031

.001

-.012

.786

KBDI

Fire total

.041

.002

-.011

.719

KBDI

Fire total

.038

.001

-.011

.736

KBDI

Fire total

.184

.034

.021

.102

KBDI

Fire total

.204

.042

.029

.069

KBDI

Fire total

.030

.001

-.012

.792

KBDI

Fire total

.057

.003

-.010

.615

KBDI

Fire total

.190

.036

.024

.092

KBDI

Fire total

.066

.004

-.008

.562

KBDI

Fire total

.152

.023

.010

.179

KBDI

Fire total

.091

.008

-.004

.422

KBDI

Fire total

.052

.003

-.010

.645

KBDI

Fire total

.041

.002

-.011

.720

KBDI

Fire total

.042

.002

-.011

.709

KBDI

Fire total

.087

.008

-.005

.442

KBDI

Fire total

.064

.004

-.009

.575

KBDI

Fire total

.010

.000

-.013

.926
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With the acquisition of more recent data containing information detailing the area
burned for each fire, an analysis for a relationship between acres burned and KBDI was
also performed. This was done for eight date ranges starting from four random dates
(table 10). The dates are from the pool of ten dates from table 8. The reason all ten were
not used is because the newer data record did not span the same time period. It is only
possible to choose dates that overlap the two sets of records.

Table 10 Random Dates for Acres Burned Layer
letter
code

start date

g
h
i
j

2/7/2001
7/5/2001
12/5/2001
2/7/2002

end date for
2 week
period
2/20/2001
7/18/2001
12/18/2001
2/20/2002
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end date for 3
week period
2/27/2001
7/25/2001
12/25/2001
2/27/2002

Table 11 Statistical Analysis for Acres Burned Using Random Dates
Random 2 and 3 week periods for acres burned and KBDI
Date
Range
2/7/2001 to
2/20/2001
2/7/2001 to
2/27/2001
7/5/2001 to
7/18/2001
7/5/2001 to
7/25/2001
12/5/2001
to
12/18/2001
12/5/2001
to
12/25/2001
2/7/2002 to
2/20/2002
2/7/2002 to
2/27/2002

X
KBDI
KBDI
KBDI
KBDI

Y
Acres
burned
Acres
burned
Acres
burned
Acres
burned

Pearson’s r

R2

Adjusted R2

p-value for r

.248

.062

.050

.026

.252

.064

.052

.024

.086

.007

-.005

.446

.054

.003

-.010

.632

KBDI

Acres
burned

.012

.000

-.013

.917

KBDI

Acres
burned

.066

.004

-.008

.563

.171

.029

.017

.130

.104

.011

-.002

.357

KBDI
KBDI

Acres
burned
Acres
burned

The statistical analysis for these dates is reflected in the table 11. An R2 of 0.062
and 0.064 for 2/7/2001 to 2/20/2001 and 2/7/2001 to 2/27/2001, respectively, were the
relationships of any significance where p<0.05. These results indicate that KBDI is not a
good predictor of fire occurrence or how many acres a fire will burn.
One final method of analysis examining the relationship between individual fires
and their corresponding KBDI value was performed. KBDI values were found for the
fires that occurred during the three fire seasons defined earlier. The analysis showed
nothing significant. In fact, the results were less significant than any of the other
methods.
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There was no indication that KBDI was useful at any value. Fire
suppression policies are put into effect as KBDI values reach high levels. The analysis
did not find any points where an effect from this could be shown.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

From this analysis it appears that this method of using fire totals in a defined area
was not useful for discovering a relationship between KBDI and fires. The same can also
be said for using the total of acres burned. This calls into question the usefulness of
KBDI as a predictor of fire potential. However, fire occurrence and fire risk are not the
same thing. If a high fire risk is perceived then more effort is going to be taken to
prevent fire outbreaks. When fire risk is determined to be high then burning bans are put
in place and warnings are posted in areas where the public visits forested areas. This fire
risk is determined in part from the use of KBDI. KBDI only measures climate
conditions. It does nothing to determine how much fuel is present, the fuel moisture, and
presence of ignition sources or departure from climactic norms.
To better determine a relationship between KBDI and fire risk may require actual
test fires. However, tests would have to be conducted for many conditions including
conditions of extreme drought. This would be dangerous and highly impractical. The
risk of such a fire getting out of control would be great. Other, non-destructive methods
may be used. Direct observation by trained individuals may be able to determine how a
forested area might burn without actually burning it. Computer simulations may also be
used to assess how prone a forest is to burn under varying conditions. Unfortunately, all
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these measures are beyond the scope of this project. Though this study was not able to
definitively link fire risk and KBDI the literature states that the dryer the forest is the
higher the risk to fire. Keetch-Byram is an elegantly simple way to calculate a drought
index. Maximum temperature and the day’s rainfall total are all that are required. The
statistical analysis did indicate the possibility of a weak link but only enough to consider
using KBDI as one layer in a multilayered model. Unfortunately, systems in the real
world do not behave as those used for demonstration in textbooks. The real world has
noise and distractions that obscure a clear yes or no result. That is the challenge that
makes the search interesting and for this search the verdict is still out.
This study indicated that the relationship between KBDI and fire occurrence or
acres burned is not strong. However, this drought index may still be useful as a layer in a
more complex fire risk model. Combining KBDI, vegetation type, slope, aspect, and fuel
moisture may result in a stronger relationship even though each individual element may
only play a small role. This could prove an interesting aspect for further study.
Other avenues for further study include analyzing for different outcomes by
changing some of the parameters in this study. For example: the grid size chosen could
be changed. Many different grid sizes could be tested to see if using smaller of larger
grids changed the outcome. Differing interpolation methods could be applied to the
KBDI. A different number of neighbors could be selected in the IDW and then the
correlation tested.
The main beneficial outcome of this project was the creation of a GIS layer from
archival climate data. This is significant due to the amount of manipulation and types of
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calculations performed. Since there was no record of KBDI for the time span of this
study it had to be reconstructed from the data that was available. This shows that a
similar process could be performed in future studies even if the data needed to create a
necessary layer is not available. As long as the necessary variables or acceptable proxies
exist the information can be calculated.
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